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Land ownership and 
land reform



Changing expressions of 
‘community’ 



Recent and ongoing 
work on Scottish land 
reform

— Understanding lived experiences of 
communities taking on ownership of 
land and assets

— International comparative policy 
analysis
— Approaches to regulating who 

can own land
— Models of community, 

communal and municipal land 
ownership

— Impacts of different types of land 
ownership and management on local 
opportunity structures



Community-led local 
development and 
place-based rural policy

—The future of LEADER after 
Brexit

—Rural community resilience 
before and during Covid

—Repopulation initiatives in 
rural and island areas



Rural poverty and social 
exclusion

“The main reason that people come [to 
the foodbank] with their voucher now 
is delays in benefits and that they 
experience at the beginning of 
Universal Credit. I mean, that was just, 
it was just horrendous for people. And 
in the rural situation that we are here, 
there are lots and lots of people who 
do seasonal work [or] work that’s not 
any guaranteed hours.” 
- Blairgowrie and the Glens, gatekeeper



Common themes and 
two key questions

—The role of the state
—Local governance models
—Power dynamics and inclusion

1. What are the best mechanisms for multi-
stakeholder collaboration?

2. How should the state support/enable rural 
communities to shape policy that affects them?



1. Integrated land use partnerships
Informing the Scottish approach

Regional Land Use Partnerships (RLUPs) 

are partnerships facilitating natural capital led 

collaboration on regional land use changes to help 

Scotland’s just transition to net-zero, involving local and 

national government, communities, land owners, land 

managers, and wider stakeholders. 



Integrated land use partnerships
Informing the Scottish approach

Mapping: Mehdi Walji & David Cook

RLUP Pilots will test approaches 
to:

1 Stakeholder engagement
2 Regional decision making
3 Establishing inclusive, 

democratic and local 
governance

4 Natural Capital
5 Development of Regional Land 

Use Frameworks which deliver 
climate and nature targets



Integrated land use partnerships
Informing the Scottish approach

1. Focusses on stocks of 
natural capital assets 

(quality and quantity) as 
well as flows of benefits

2. Incorporates both 
biotic (living) and abiotic

(non-living) natural 
resources

3. Assesses how both 
stocks and flows are likely 

to change in the future

4. Considers both 
dependencies and 

impacts of an economic 
activity on natural capital

5. Uses valuation of 
impacts and 

dependencies

6. Makes the links 
between all of the above 

to support systems-
based thinking

Key features of a natural capital approach (from the Natural Capital Coalition)

https://naturalcapitalcoalition.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/NCC-WhatIs-NaturalCapitalApproach-FINAL.pdf


Project aim

To develop a range of case 
studies that show how 
partnerships working across 
multiple sectors and 
landownership boundaries can 
deliver climate change targets, 
alongside other environmental 
aims such as in biodiversity and 
other ecosystem services and 
benefits to local communities, 
using a natural capital approach.



2. Establishing a rural movement in Scotland
Learning from other countries

Project aim:

To explore the key characteristics, roles, methods of 
engagement, successes and challenges of rural movements 
in other countries that may be relevant in a Scottish 
context.



European rural 
movements

1. Hela Sverige ska leva – Sweden
2. Action with Rural Communities – England
3. Albanian Network for Rural Development – Albania
4. MTÜ Eesti Külaliikumine Kodukant – Estonia
5. Suomen kylätoiminta ry (SYTY)  - Finland 
6. Irish Rural Link – Ireland
7. Latvijas Lauku forums – Latvia
8. Landelijke Vereniging voor Kleine Kernen – Netherlands
9. Rural Community Network – Northern Ireland



European rural 
movements

Interview themes:
– How and why was the movement was  

established?
– How has it evolved?
– How is it structured and what is the 

governance model?
– Who are the membership and to whom 

are they accountable?
– What does it do?
– How is it funded?
– How does it engage with stakeholders at 

local, regional and national levels?
– How does it engage with research?
– How does it engage with government at 

local and national levels?
– How does it engage with disadvantaged 

communities?
– etc.

→ Proposals for a Scottish rural movement
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